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Bala Jaison, Ph.D.

My original plan was to tell you a story then make some relevant comments at the 
end. However, after reading the fi rst draft I realized that once the story was concluded there 
really was nothing more to say, and any further explications felt superfl uous. Therefore, I 
would like to start with some comments about Focusing, and particularly Focusing with the 
elderly, then leave you (the reader) with ‘the story’. You will no doubt fi nd your own unique 
ways of integrating whatever content or information is relevant for you.

To begin, I feel fairly certain that most Focusers would agree that there are many and 
diverse ways to approach learning the Focusing process. First there is the obvious: Learning 
Focusing in a class, from a friend or a colleague, reading, listening to a CD — however you 
learn it — then practicing the process with a partner, on the phone, in a Changes group, or 
on your own.

Second, are the ‘applications’ of Focusing, which have a much broader and complex 
scope. Applied Focusing might mean integrating the skills of the Focusing process with 
other modalities, whether it be therapy, creative endeavors, in a business setting, perhaps in 
a classroom with children, in spiritual work, body work, couples work — the list is (happily) 
endless. For this specifi c article, using Focusing with an elder is the application that I wish 
to address. 

Finally, in terms of ‘applications’, there is a term I affectionately call “back door 
Focusing”. It simply means integrating bits and parts of Focusing into a situation or dia-
logue, in a manner that is subtle and unobtrusive enough that the other (or others) have no 
idea that you are ‘doing’ or ‘using’ it, at all. The “back door” method might include: very 
skilled and attuned listening responses, gentle questions or suggestions, wonderment or 
bewilderment — but clearly not the obvious, i.e. “Go down into your body” or “Take some 
time to listen to what your felt-sense has to say.”

It seems to me that another and often profound use of “back door Focusing” applies 
to working with elderly populations, particularly if they are totally unfamiliar with Focusing 
or various other psychological processes, and don’t initially welcome what may be perceived 
as having something ‘done to them’. 

Then the process may require more than listening. It requires a ‘type’ of patience that 
is different than the patience that we have in what we might term a ‘regular’ or ‘standard’ 
Focusing session. The process often requires refl ecting back things (words, ideas, concepts) 
that may not make any sense whatsoever to the listener. In other words, what is being said 
makes perfect sense to the elder-focuser, who knows deep down exactly what she or he is 
meaning, but — given that the elderly person may have gaps in memory, time-line or chro-
nology confusion, etc. what they are saying may not entirely make sense to us — in spite of 
the fact that we are faithfully attempting to listen with accuracy.
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Working in a way where you do not fully understand the content (or even the context) 
of another person’s process takes a particular kind of patience that is sometimes ‘more’ 
than what most of us are used to managing — especially if what the elder person is saying 
is repetitive. As happens frequently with one who is getting on in years, someone who is 
aging may say something of meaning for them — yet no matter how well you have refl ected 
it back, the exact same idea, concept, phrase, or actual words are repeated again and again 
by the elder person — as if it is new, and has not been said before.

In a situation, where the listener is not quite sure about whether or not they have ‘got 
it right’, an extra dose of patience, faith, and trust in the process is most defi nitely needed. 
And the success of such a process — one that may not have any particular recognizable 
‘form’, in addition to possibly not having any recognizable beginning or end! — requires a 
not-wanting-anything — for yourself or for the elder (easier said than done, at times!)

I have always thought that the greatest joy and beauty of the Focusing process is in its 
astounding adaptability. The process can be used, applied, and integrated into so many dif-
ferent forms: overt, as we all well know, or in the case of this particular story about working 
with an elder — covert.

Said another way, as regards the following story, the term ‘adaptability’ is an under-
statement. I could easily tweak the term “back door Focusing” to “closed door Focusing”, 
meaning no resonance whatsoever! 

I would like (in this spot) to dedicate this piece, with deep gratitude and affection, to 
my mentors/friends, Eugene Gendlin and Mary McGuire, who taught me everything I know 
about ‘adaptability’ and genuine ‘creative applications’ of Focusing.

Next, I feel a need to say here that this article is probably one of the most personal 
pieces I have ever written, and the fi rst time I have put to paper some very profound and 
moving memories that are close and dear to my heart. This piece is about Focusing and 
aging, and it is all about . . . my dad. 

First, some background: My father was a highly respected lawyer, and the only one of 
fi ve siblings educated past High School. He was often called “a genius” which — especially 
as a child — sounded kind of awesome to my young ears, but had no particular meaning or 
relevance to me in terms of our relationship, or non-relationship, or at least the kind of rela-
tionship I had always yearned to have with him. Said another way, his “genius” had nothing 
to do with connection, attunement, or understanding me as a child and developing person. 

He also had the distinction of being a Colonel in the Army Reserve where he con-
ducted high-level work in intelligence. This piece I (and my sister) never knew until after 
he died at the ripe old age of 92 — with, I might add, most of his wits intact. We had no 
idea (until much later when we sorted through his papers) why, at his funeral, the military 
showed up in full regalia, marching and playing taps on a bugle, after which they very 
elaborately folded the fl ag and handed it to me. 

He was also deeply loved and revered by many people: his parents, his siblings, his 
friends, his wife (our mother), and his two daughters. The love-part always intrigued and 
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baffl ed me because while he certainly wasn’t cold, he was hardly what we Focusers would 
term as the ‘warm and fuzzy’ type. He rarely hugged or showed overt signs of affection, and 
his praise was sorely limited, embracing a deeply held belief that compliments would ‘spoil’ 
a child. Hence, he almost never said, “I love you”, and if you told him that you loved him, 
he would display an indescribable grin and nod his head vigorously, but he rarely said the 
actual words. His way of showing his love was (most peculiarly) in his smile, which (I real-
ize now with certainty) was most defi nitely connected directly to his soul. When he smiled 
in a certain way, you knew, absolutely and without doubt that he loved you, too. It was that 
simple — and — he wouldn’t say it.

If you had asked me in my ‘younger’ days of Focusing, if the Focusing process could 
possibly have anything to do with my father, his life, his way of being in the world, I would 
surely have rolled my eyes and made some sarcastic remark, “Do elephants fl y!”

That said, for better or worse, I have always had a penchant to ‘transform the world’ 
— for the better, naturally! Thus, I remember well, after my fi rst Focusing weekend (actu-
ally two consecutive week-ends) in Chicago, having elaborate fantasies of ‘enlightening’ my 
dear father into the world of feeling and sensing — because certainly, he would fi nd this 
process such a welcome addition to his life. (“Do elephants fl y!!”)

So I went to visit him, with mission in mind, armed with new and clever ways to 
‘help’ him make contact with his unknown felt-senses, and of course my superior listening 
skills — right! I was going to be subtle, of course, not mentioning Focusing outright, but 
rather engaging him in a ‘meaningful’ conversation regarding his early tumultuous life, 
about which he would surely have deep feelings ‘there’ just waiting to be expressed. NOT! 
He gave me some very lucid explanations (something akin to addressing the court) about 
his early childhood memories, to which I ‘cleverly’ refl ected, “But dad, how did you feel 
about that . . . ” Looking at me with obvious concern that his daughter had either been 
brainwashed, or alternatively, might be some mutant species from another planet, he replied, 
“I just told you what I thought! ” So much for Focusing!

As it turned out, shortly after that conversation, my dear mother — the ‘glue’ that held 
the family together — died prematurely and very unexpectedly. Her sudden loss was a major 
trauma for both family and friends alike, and left us all somewhat speechless for weeks. 
That said, I had no way of knowing at the time, that her departure from this world would 
provide a most unexpected blessing in disguise: a new and totally different relationship with 
my father. Her passing gave us an opportunity to connect anew in profound and meaningful 
ways that I could not have imagined in my wildest dreams (and I mean that quite literally). 
Over the subsequent twenty plus years (that my dad outlived her), my father and I developed 
the bond that I had dreamed about all my life. He talked to me!

First we talked a lot about my mom, and reminisced . . . about his life, about their 
life together, about our growing up, about his challenges as a lawyer, and his matter-of-fact 
acceptance about working two jobs in order to put himself through law school. We talked 
about politics (one of his favorite subjects), and I made sure that before each visit (more and 
more frequent as he aged) that I was up-to-date on the news-of-the world, so that he would 
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view me as well versed and knowledgeable, and be proud of my mental alacrity — yes, I still 
wanted to impress him and get his approval.

Our conversations were the highlight of my visits. He was funny, clever with words, 
caustic at times, and always interesting. And over time, treasuring these visits, I came to 
feel that indeed, (in my ‘language’) that we got a new and fresh sense of each other that 
neither of us had ever had before. I was totally ecstatic. I should also add here that he never 
once used a feeling word — ever! In Focusing terms you might say that we were ‘attuned’, 
or on ‘the same wave-length’, or ‘in synch’, and over time I fi nally came to accept his 
most peculiar and unique way of expressing himself. We were communicating and I was 
thrilled — and his ‘approval’ was still ‘verbalized’ in his smile.

Then, when he turned 90, ‘something’ happened. We were relaxing on his veranda 
in Florida having one of our many conversations — probably about the state of the world 
— when suddenly, he went into some kind of an altered state of consciousness. His eyes 
glazed over, the tone of his voice changed signifi cantly, and he started (literally) chant-
ing . . . “I want to go home. . . get me out of here. . . I want to go home.” This ranting went 
on for maybe three to four minutes — which seemed like an eternity — not to mention my 
being horror-struck and speechless. Then he ‘came back’ and continued whatever conversa-
tion we were having EXACTLY where we left off, as if nothing untoward had happened. 
(Ahhh, the wonderful world of psychology — I was sure that I was losing my mind!)

Shortly after that fi rst episode (there would be many more to follow), I put him to bed 
and promptly phoned my sister (with whom I freaked-out-freely), attempting to get a reality 
check, since I really had no idea what had actually occurred. To make a very long story 
short, that ‘occurrence’ was the beginning of many more identical ones to follow, always 
beginning with the exact same words: “I want to go home. . . get me out of here. . . I want 
to go home.”

And so, alas, here is the story of using Focusing with my dad (little did he know!) and 
the numerous processes that we had together covering a two-year period (condensed for this 
article) — that allowed him to fi nally go home.

On my next visit (a few weeks later), this time with my wits intact, and during one of 
these (altered) states, I gently asked him: “Dad. . . do you have any sense at all about where 
‘home’ is. . . ?” And without missing a beat he said, “I don’t know, but I want to go there.” 
With a bit of wonderment I softly queried, “Do you have any idea. . . any inkling, at all, 
about whether there is something. . . anything. . . that is stopping you from going there?” 
And with a somewhat agonized expression he said, “I can’t fi nd it. . . I can’t see through 
it. . . it’s a fog.” And so I gently refl ected, “So it’s like a fog. . . and you can’t see through it 
to get to where you want to go.” And he said with longing, “Yes, yes. . . I want to go, but I 
can’t see through the fog.”

We had this conversation — or variations of it — so very many more times. Then 
one time he suddenly said, “Your mom is there, I know it.” And I simply said, “You know 
that mom is there.” And he said with emphasis, “I know she’s there — but not just her. The 
whole family is there, too. . . ” And I refl ected with the same emphasis, “You have a very 
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strong knowing that mom is there — and it’s not just her. The whole family is there. . . your 
bothers and sisters, your mom and dad. . . they are there, too.” He nodded, then said with 
some sadness, “Yes, but I still can’t see them. . . it’s the fog. . . I can’t see through the fog.” 
And, I repeated, “You know they are there, but you can’t see them because of the fog.” Then, 
I added, “Maybe see. . . if there is anything. . . anything at all. . . that would help to lift the 
fog. . . or help you get through it. . . ” and to my utter astonishment he bolted upright and 
said, “Was I a good boy?”

Because I understood his complex family history, this question (although a shocking 
surprise at the particular juncture that he inserted it) was not foreign to me at all, and I said 
without missing a beat, “Oh, yes dad, you were a very good boy. . . ” and right then, I knew 
without doubt what was holding him back and proceeded to elaborate.

“You were very good. . . ” (and I emphasized the word good). “You were deeply loved 
by your whole family. Your mother loved you very much and she was so proud of you, and 
your sisters and brothers — they adored you” (This was totally true and not an exaggera-
tion. He really was the ‘shining star’ of his family.) Then, after a pause he said, “Are you 
sure . . . ?” I told him I was very sure, and then, without thinking it through ( . . . talk about 
a felt-sense having a ‘life of its own’ . . . !) I heard myself say, “But your brother Z. was not 
a good boy — not at all. He gave your mom and your whole family a lot of trouble, but you 
were a very good boy.” 

While his whole body visibly relaxed, the questions about his brother came up over 
and over again, and I knew why. For reasons that only the two boys knew, my father was 
profoundly and in complex ways deeply entwined with his brother Z. — and felt totally 
responsible for him. The deeper reasons are numerous and probably irrelevant here (an over-
stressed immigrant mother, poverty, fi ve children, a not-very-participatory father — and 
more — which I will probably never know . . . ) The so-called ‘bottom line’ is that their 
mother (my grandmother, who died before I was born), probably lacked the time and maybe 
the patience (with so much to manage) to devote to her youngest son — who, it turned out, 
probably needed very much more attention than he got — medically speaking.

(As a parenthetical aside, his brother who was seriously out of control, both as a child 
and an adult, was diagnosed in his late 40’s with severe Bipolar Disorder. Because these 
specifi c medical terms were not used or discussed in my father’s generation as a child, there 
was no understanding as to why this brother was so diffi cult and often unruly and unman-
ageable. He sadly died by suicide in his mid-50’s.) 

Noticing my father’s responses, it seemed to me that being ‘good’ was always the 
most signifi cant and powerful factor in his process for the latter part of our ‘sessions’, and 
a topic that he was insistent upon revisiting, over and over and over again. It seemed that he 
needed (as we say in Focusing) to ‘buy’ in a bodily felt-way, that he was good, and in no way 
responsible for his brother’s tragic death . . . Could he have helped? Could he have done 
more? Was he really a ‘good’ brother? It was clear that he could not fully relax or let go (of 
whatever he was holding on to internally) until he was viscerally certain about these facts. 
Consequently, I kept adding to the refl ections, “Yes, you were a good boy, and a good son, 
and a good brother. The best brother Z. could have had. . . and you helped him consistently, 
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throughout your lives together. You were also a wonderful husband and father, and deeply 
valued as lawyer, and you helped so many people, including your friends. 

I watched my dad listening to my words, hanging on to each one, and I could see 
by his eye-movements and facial expressions that he was processing like wildfi re. He was 
trying to fi t together all the pieces of the puzzle of his life. And over time, with both awe 
and amazement, I came to realize and know, in the visceral certainty of my own felt sense, 
that in a much broader context than I would have ever imagined, indeed, he was Focusing 
— in his own way. 

These conversations continued, with ever increasing frequency and depth during our 
many visits over the last two years, always ending in the same way — with the sweetest and 
most contented smile on his face. 

Then one day, during one of these process states, something occurred to me — rather 
intuitively and out-of-the-blue. There was one bit of territory that we had not yet covered, 
and I had a strong sense that there was still something ‘more’ that needed to be said. 

Very gently, I whispered, “Dad, I just want you to know that you can go ‘home’ any 
time you want to”, and I distinctly remember the most quizzical expression on his face, 
especially in his eyes, like . . . really. . . ?? And I said with some emphasis, “We are all 
OK. . . really OK. . . ” 

And he looked directly into my eyes, with a wordless query like, Are you sure? I 
nodded affi rmatively. Then, making an orderly list starting with our immediate family: his 
daughters, his grandchildren, then naming every relative and their children — and anyone 
else who was still alive that he cared about — continued emphasizing that, “We are all 
really truly OK. . . and we can manage. We are all going to be alright.” 

And then I hugged and kissed him and said from my heart, “Thank you for every-
thing.” And at that moment he got the most beatifi c smile on his face that I had ever seen on 
a human being. He was simply radiating.

Then, he said he was tired, and wanted to lie down. I gently tucked him into bed. Still 
smiling, with that beautiful radiant glow, he closed his eyes and went home. 


